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Once a Mouse
One day a wizard thought about big and little.

He saw a mouse about to get eaten by a crow.

He ran after the crow and mouse.

Adapted from the original text, *Once a Mouse*, by Marcia Brown
The wizard helped the scared, little mouse from the crow's beak.

Then he fed and took care of the mouse.
A cat then came to the wizard's house.

The wizard was good at magic.
Once a Mouse

He saw danger threatening his mouse and changed the mouse into a cat.

Adapted from the original text, *Once a Mouse*, by Marcia Brown
A dog barked and scared the cat.

The wizard changed the cat into a big dog.

A hungry tiger walked through the forest and attacked the dog.

Adapted from the original text, *Once a Mouse*, by Marcia Brown
The wizard quickly changed the dog into a handsome, royal tiger.
The wizard yelled at the tiger for acting so prideful.

He said "without me you would be a mouse if you'd even be alive".

Adapted from the original text, *Once a Mouse*, by Marcia Brown
The tiger felt embarrassed.

The tiger said "I will kill the wizard."
The wizard read his mind and changed the tiger back into a scared, little mouse.
And again the wizard thought about big and little.